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 The movie is directed by his panaji, and it is a 2016 Indian romantic comedy film co-produced by T-Series, Viacom 18 and Krish's home banner Team Mahesh. The film was originally titled Pokirikko along with its release but later renamed to pokiri. i. Plot: Pokkiri is a Telugu film directed by Panaji. It is a joint production between Team Mahesh and T-Series. The film has Mahesh and Ileana. Title
is taken from the Jattu-Battu song which was sung by Shreya Ghoshal and penned by the legendary lyricist Kausalya Ganesh. The song earned a nomination for best song in the Music Critics Association of India Awards. Incidentally, this is the first song which won a nomination under the prestigious category in the association. Regional Indian New Year Celebrations are held in communities around

the world to celebrate the new year and are known as ganesh puja or ganesh chaturthi. The word ganapathi is said to be derived from ganas or the gods, while gana or ganae is the plural of gana. Ganesha, and especially the elephant headed deity, is the favourite animal worshiped and depicted in many Indian religious sculptures. The east Indian festival of lights, the birthday of the Hindu god, Ganesha,
also known as Ganesh Chaturthi or Ganesha Jayanti is celebrated in India on the fourth day of the Hindu month of Bhadrapada as a religious festival, an occasion for joy, and a harvest festival. The story of ganesh puja begins in India many hundreds of years ago. The god Ganesha was conceived as a solution to an old question. One day Shiva and Vishnu were playing a game of dice and each became

impatient with the other winning too often. The idol of Ganesha was carved on the stone mountain Panchavati by Brahma. Each day Ganesha would either appear as a baby or an elephant. Because of the great popularity of the Ganesha idol, the people of India began asking Brahma why the Ganesha idol would appear as a baby when he had been born as an elephant. A giant statue of Ganesha has been
erected at the southernmost tip of India as a monument of the Indian independence movement. The temple of Ganesha, 82157476af
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